KS2
Thursday 14th January 2021 – Year _5
9:00-10am

Close Reading
LO: use evidence from the text
to justify my answers.
Use vocabulary identified on Monday
by writing sentences for them in new
contexts:
Blizzard, Eased, Accelerator,
Gripping, Gritted, Steadily, Flurry,
Cottage, Ducked, Suspected,
Fumbled, Muffled
Can you develop and expand your
punctuation?
What tells you that this is going to be
a spooky story?
Find and copy five words that
describe the car out of control.
Supported:
Describe what Danny sees, hears and
feels underwater.
Core:
Which words make the figures seem
like creatures or monsters?
GD:
What clues suggest that the strange
women are responsible for the cones
falling out of the truck..

10-11am

11-11.15am

ENGLISH
Handwriting - Please
copy part of the poem in
your neatest handwriting.
Make sure your joins are
as you have been taught.

LO: to explore
complex sentences
https://classroom.the
national.academy/les
sons/to-explorecomplex-sentences70u66d
LO: to use strategies
to identify key
vocabulary and begin
to understand the
poem further
https://classroom.the
national.academy/less
ons/to-use-strategiesto-identify-keyvocabulary-and-beginto-understand-thepoem-further-6cw38t

11.15-12.15pm

12.15 –
1.15pm
SCIENCE

MATHS
Starter: 15 Minutes
completing tasks on
Mathletics
Break

KLO: to demonstrate dissolving, mixing
and changes of state are reversible
changes.
WSLO: to Identifying scientific evidence
that has been used to support or refute
ideas or arguments.

Please use appropriate link
below.

What would happen if you place
sweetener, icing sugar and caster sugar
into three separate cups containing drops
of water and left them?

LO: to add and subtract
multiples of 100 to/from 3digit number
https://classroom.thenation
al.academy/lessons/addingand-subtracting-multiplesof-100-tofrom-3-digitnumbers-crw62d

LO: to add and sub using the
'round and adjust' strategy
https://classroom.thenation
al.academy/lessons/addingand-subtracting-using-theround-and-adjust-strategychk64e

Please send your completed work to 5M@marshill.bham.sch.uk / 5J@marshill.bham.sch.uk
English and Maths to be emailed by 12.30pm
Foundation work to be emailed by 2.30pm
This is to allow staff to respond to work completed daily.

1.15 -2:15pm

Lunch

Predict what would happen if you added
water to the substances (above) in drops,
then place them in a warm spot in the
house.
Repeat the solubility investigation from last
week with a level teaspoon of ground
cinnamon. How is it different?
How would you separate the cinnamon
from the water?
Record your ideas on a piece of paper.
https://www.activelearnprimary.co.uk/resou
rce/412332
https://www.activelearnprimary.co.uk/resou
rce/412333
Now, using a teaspoon of caster sugar,
cinnamon and dried fruit mixed up in
aplastic bag. How would you separate the
contents? Record your ideas on a piece of
paper

KS2
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Handwriting

KS2
Thursday 14th January 2021 – Year _5
Maths
If you tried this LO: to add and subtract multiples of 100 to/from 3-digit number

Have ago at the questions below:

KS2
Thursday 14th January 2021 – Year _5
If you tried this LO: to add and sub using the 'round and adjust' strategy

Have ago at the questions below:

